Religion
On the continent of Tekralh, on the planet known as T’Mezzwurld, the primary
religion is centred on the worship of a single God – He Who Made The World And
The Sky, The One True God, The Creator. Even the Horde of Goyne share a similar
religious belief, but they know him as The Artist; and this is where many of the area’s
conflicts arise.
The Creator is normally portrayed as a mighty being seated on a throne of clouds,
looking over the flat expanse of Tekralh and beyond. At his left hand sits Death, a
skeletal, robed figure with a scythe, while on his right hand sits an enigmatic being
called the Master of The Game.
According to The Book Of Words, the holy book of the Tekralh Faith:
“In the Time Before Time there was only formless Chaos.
Through this Chaos moved Eldar Gods and they were content.
Then the Creator stepped forth and inscribed The Book Of
Life…
“The Creator’s sons Dydax and Darn found the Book and
opened it, calling forth order from Chaos and creating the
world.
“Each line they read called a new life into being until
eventually the world was teeming. And the Eldar Gods were
silent.”

The Tekralh Faith has two primary strands, depending on which Son you believe
actually read the Book first and called all the beings of the world into creation.
The strongest and most popular branch of the Faith is The Dydaxians – who are
Lawful by alignment, but also very fundamentalist, taking the Book of Words as the
literal, Absolute Truth. They practice astrology.
The Darnists are more chaotic, fewer in number and open to free thinking, reading
much of the Book of Words as symbolic. They practice astronomy.
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The most influential prophet of Dydax appeared out of the Wastelands about 700
years ago, at the oasis that now forms the heart of the Holy City of Dydaxiabad in
Ahduin. His name was Hargrave – also known as the Crossworlder – and legend has
it that he still walks the earth to this very day. Hargrave believed that the Faith should
embrace and absorb all rational ideas and concepts into its belief system.
The Darnists have their own prophet from around this time – the outlawed, heretic
Marb who advocated questioning every aspect of the Dydaxian religion and even
proclaimed that it was really only a general structure for individuals to build their own
ideas on. The teachings of Marb, although proscribed in The Five Kingdoms of Mejia
are catching on within the Horde of Goyne.
After the Creation, the Book of Life was passed to the Master of The Game, one of
the three elements of The Creator, who reads from the Book and oversees the passage
of nature.
Once the Kindred Races had been called forth from The Book and given life, they
were granted Free Will by The Creator. Unfortunately this gift was quickly corrupted
– wars and arguments erupted between the Kindred Races, blood was spilt. In his
anger The Creator shattered the single moon the world had at that stage and a silence
fell over the world for 40 years.
In Heaven, “race” is unknown, all are One, luminous beings, thus every race sees a
saint of a higher power as his own race. The Higher Powers (or Elements of The
Creator – i.e. DEATH and The Master of The Game) have their assistants – Angels of
Death and Angels of Life. These are occasionally sent to Tekralh when great
injustices are done or mighty messages need to be sent.
The Faith – in all its core branches – is a very gloomy and subservient religion,
entirely devoted to “making up” to The Creator for its previous mistakes. The three
moons are a constant reminder of His disappointment and followers of The Faith are
in constant fear of The End of Days, which is prophesied in the Book of Words:

”At The End of Time a Black Star will rise in the South,
gathering to his bosum all those who bear his mark. They will
smite down the righteous by weight of numbers and wailing
will be heard for seven years. The legion of the Black Star is
without number.”

After the Sons of The Creator (and their prophets), come the saints – mortals who
have Stepped Beyond, chosen by the Powers to assist them in running the world.
The saints are also the inspiration for various knightly orders in the Kingdoms of
Mejia.
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Among the better known are:
SAINT
St Nikolas The
Law

PRIMARY STAT
Intelligence

SYMBOL
Scales

St Stefan The
Silverblade/Silver
Hand

Charisma

A silver hand

St Louise

Strength

A snake

St Rolfe The
Dragon

Wisdom

A dragon

St Peter The
Hurricane

Constitution

A tower or a castle

NOTES
These knights are
businessmen,
bankers, merchants
etc and run the
country’s primary
banding/loan
network. St Nikolas
is the guardian of
the Gates of The
Afterlife, decides
who has been good
or bad and hands
out goodies at
Festivus.
These knights are
paladins (Holy
Order Of The
Silver Hand). He
has a sword which
can transform into
any weapon and the
tales of his fighting
prowess are
legendary.
Her knights are all
female, favouring
scale mail and
green colours to
match their
patron’s symbol.
She is the chief of
the saints and has
the ability to
control animals.
A man with no face
who can slay with
just a nod of the
head. A feared
silent dealer of
death. His knights
are silent and
cunning. Great
tacticians.
His knights are
engineers, siege
engine designers
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St Timothy

Dexterity

A chalice/goblet

etc He is usually
seen on the
shoulders of a giant
rock golem-type
creature that travels
everywhere with
him and has the
ability to control
the weather.
The patron saint of
rogues, he is
known as a foolish
prankster, but never
wicked. His knights
are reckless but
always good
company.

The Horde of Goyne
Under the half-orc warlord, religious zealot and self-proclaimed “Prophet of The
Artist” Goyne, the advancing Horde stirs up apocalyptic fears in the people of The
Kingdoms of Mejia, who believe Goyne is the “Black Star” written of in their Holy
Book.
Goyne – and his followers – believe that The Creator, who they know as The Artist,
designed The Younger Gods from “blue prints” in the Book of Life and sculpted
them out of clay before breathing Life into them. Then these “younger gods”
created various races in their image to their bidding.
The blank pieces of leftover clay were used to create humans!
Darn, Dydax and the various other saints and Higher Powers of The Dydaxian Faith
do not appear in Goyne’s teachings. These beliefs have existed for centuries among
the various races of the Wastelands, but it took Goyne to unite them and stir up this
holy fervour.
One interesting aspect of Goyne’s religious beliefs is: who wrote the Book the
Artist used as his guide to creating the original clay sculpts? The Elder Gods?
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Slavery
King Ludwig V’s grandfather, Ludwig III, outlawed the ownership of slaves in the
Five Kingdoms about 130 years ago, but not the trade. However, with limited
markets outside the kingdoms, the business of dealing in human cargo has
dwindled. A few less scrupulous slave traders still sell to the Feireans, but the main
purchaser of male slaves is the Island of Zenn.
The Grand Canal, linking Eriu in Mejia to the coast, was built using the biggest
army of slave labour the world has ever seen. Constructed almost 200 years ago, the
work was overseen by highly paid dwarf engineers from the Deng Fang Mountains.
The canal was the dream of King Eulphric – one of Mejia’s more “colourful”
former rulers, although it was he who penned the Pax Dydaxia that cemented an
uneasy truce between the feuding Five Kingdoms and allowed him to begin work
on The Grand Canal (or “Eulphric’s Folly” as the Sudanese and Ouesternese
labelled it).
Before Ludwig III freed the slaves, the last major building project he had them
work on was a network of prisons throughout the Five Kingdoms. Of course some
of the more cunning slaves – realised they could soon be occupying the rooms they
were building if slavery was to be abolished as a punishment – managed to sneak in
some ‘escape routes’. Only a handful were ever actually used and it is claimed that
all have now been found and sealed up!
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Classes
Clerics
– all clerics of the main Church of The Faith are of Dydaxian religion, but not all
clergy are clerics. Many magic-users are also powerful figures in the Church.
The Head of the Clergy is called The Magus – magic-users not in the church are
known as sorcerers, wizards, illusionists etc
Law and Chaos are the dominant forces in this world (rather than pure Good and
Evil) as these are tools that can be used for good or ill. Therefore spells that detect
alignment actually detect relative strengths of ‘law’ and ‘chaos’; while the paladins
innate ability to ‘detect evil’ actually detects ‘intent to do evil’.
Mages
– Some magic-users are also priests of various ‘underground’ Moon and Sun cults
in the Five Kingdoms, although these are more akin to Masonic organisations
offering mutual support and shared resources to their members, rather than an actual
religion.
Druids
– priests outside the mainstream who worship either the Eldar Gods or (more
socially acceptable) The Master Of The Game (who they depict as a creature with a
stag’s head).
Monks
– Only dwarves, gnomes and humans with a very convincing backstory about
being trained by dwarves, can learn the dwarven martial arts that are an integral
part of their particular religion.
Knights
– Sometimes known as warlords, knights are born officers and leaders and knightly
orders are small, restrictive clubs. On a battlefield, the knights make up a very small
percentage of the fighters and warriors.
Knights of St Nikolas
– run a banking service, taking a tithe of 10% for themselves, which allows
merchants, knights, travellers etc to deposit large sums at one branch of the order
and be given a note of credit, which can then be taken to another branch anywhere
in the Known World and cashed in for the sum described.
Holy Order Of The Silver Hand
(1) Paladins must be first in and last out of any battle with infidels, cannot retreat
unless outnumbers three to one or, in a war, ordered by a superior.
(2) Must, if male, grow a beard, as symbol of virility and strength.
(3) Vow of poverty – must give all but 10% of their property to the their Order.
(4) Answer only to The Magus, head of the Dydaxian Church, not local kings,
barons etc etc
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The Kindred Races
“As They read more beings came to life; men and women of
all shapes and sizes, animals of the field and forest, nature
spirits, creatures of the air and stars…”
- The Book Of Words

A typical dwarf
Dwarves – Originating mainly in The World’s Edge Mountains, which they call The
Deng Fang Mountains. Dydaxians believe that the “creatures of the stars” are
dwarves and they call them Celestials, but Darnists believe this passage from The
Book means there are other creatures of The Book (“brothers in the stars”) out there.
Known primarily as “monks, merchants and warriors”, dwarves live a communal,
underground life and have little understanding of personal space etc. They think of
the “group” or of the “community” ahead of the self.
Their religion – Dwarma – encourages them to seek inner peace and harmony within
themselves and the study of their complex bureaucracy of gods, harmonised through
their own system of flowing martial arts which focuses the mind and helps them
become one with the universe.

Dwarves (literally “followers of the Dwarma”) consider the Deng Fang Mountains as
goddesses and the many subterranean lakes as sacred; as a culture they respect their
environment because they know their lives depend on it.
Supreme ruler of all the dwarves is The God-King, The Tenzing Zong. Upon the
death of a God-King, his successor is chosen by the priests as the reincarnated soul of
the previous God-King; the new God-King is usually little more than an infant but
can be found anywhere within the Mountains and belong to any tribe.
The God-King lives in a magnificent palace complex deep in the bowels of the
mountain range, known as The Forbidden City. No commoner has ever set foot
within its walls without an official invitation or as a member of the serving staff.
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The best of the best of the country’s martial artists are invited to join The White Lotus
Society – an elite cadre of warrior-monks who serve The God-King as his bodyguards
and agents. Wang Songa, a ruthless, dedicated female from the community of An
Yang, leads them. Her lieutenants are Fu Hoa (a more outward going female) and Chi
Lin (a no-nonsense male).

The Tenzin-Zong (God-King)
Corridors and passageways in dwarven communities are lined with intricately carved
prayer wheels and lamps signifying the “light of wisdom”, while prayer flags across
the mountain slopes and chimney’s continually smoke from sacred juniper bush fires
which are also sending prayers up to the heavens.
Dwarves tolerate Dydaxians because they know they are wrong (dwarves can be quite
smug when it comes to religion), while Dydaxians embrace them as “lost brothers”,
who have yet to discover the true path to The Creator.
Dwarf criminals are usually sold into slavery for an amount of time depending on
their crime; their internal wars also generate political prisoners who remain slaves
until their own tribe pays a ransom or alliances change.
There are two distinct ethnic groupings of dwarves in the Deng Fang Mountains; the
Pit Dwarves (who live in the lower levels of the honeycombed mountains) and the
Mountain Dwarves (who live in the upper reaches and have more access to the
‘outside world’).
There are two main tribes of Pit Dwarves (the Shigatse and Yiantse) and three of
Mountain Dwarves (the Xiaoyin, Tsetchu and Zu). Community honour and pride is
paramount – leading to intermittent tribal warfare and the occasional blood feud,
which eventually has to be taken to the God-King to resolve.
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Dwarves use two styles of writing – two alphabets for different occasions – a stark,
runic style which is all straight lines and rigid angles, for carvings and engravings,
and a more gentle, flowing, arched style for painting and penmanship.
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A typical Pogling
Halflings – Originating from the island chain known as The Pogles, Poglings are all
Fundamental Dydaxians, building nice churches across their undulating islands,
observing prayer times etc
Resembling half-sized humans (hence “halflings”), Poglings average about three foot
in height, tend to have belly paunches and are all gifted with large, tough-soled feet
which means they never need wear shoes.
The few that travel to the mainland are your archetypal “fish out of water” – the “big
world” is a shock to their system and only a very hardy few stay off of The Pogles for
long. Coming from a country that operates a self-sufficient, agrarian barter economy,
they have little grasp of the mainland cash culture – except to remark how “shiny and
pretty” the coins are.
Most – in recent generation – have grown up listening to cautionary tales about the
Pogling known as Orlicke who went to the “big land” and was “corrupted”. Orlicke is
now a bogeyman figure that Pogling parents use to scare their children off to bed!
As a people, Poglings are honourable, loyal, truthful and peaceful, who prefer the
outdoor life of tending to their gardens or going for long walks and smoking their
beloved pipeweed to such sedentary activities as reading or studying. In fact a
Pogling who knows how to write is considered an “eccentric” as they have a strong
oral tradition of storytelling and education.
Slightly xenophobic, Poglings like to “stick with their own” when they can, only
really having fond feelings for their little-seen gnomist brethren.
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A variety of gnomes

Gnomes – They inhabit the grasslands, woods and steppes around the dwarven
mountains of Deng Fang. Human druids refer to them as “nature spirits”. The
dwarves may be the “heart” of the earth, but the gnomes are the “soul”.
Typically short of stature (three to four feet on average), with skin tones that vary
from almost white through green to brown, large eyes and ears (for the most part),
bald or balding, and generally leathery complexions, the gnomes are physically the
most varied race on Tekralh after the humans. Unlike dwarves, they do not favour
beards, some have only three fingers and while most males are bald, some (and all
female) sport a topknot.
With an almost mystical connection to the natural world, gnomes are able to move
through natural environments without leaving any indication of their passing and
share an empathic bond with many woodland creatures (e.g. rabbits, badgers etc) One
side effect of their close affinity with nature is that gnomes are rightly regarded as the
best fishermen in Tekralh and those that can lured away from the security of their
native homes can earn a good living in many coastal communities.
Rivers are particularly sacred to the gnomes and so, whenever possible, their
communities are built on riverbanks – which also makes for great fishing locations.
Gnomish communities are famous for their open-air areas of worship. The gnomes
erect temples of standing stones and beautifully carved menhirs to their mysterious
and enigmatic deities.
The gnomes’ primary religion is druidic – worshipping the Eldar Gods – but those
who have been exposed to dwarven culture often convert to their particular complex
religion, while some have even converted to the Darnist Faith (Dydaxianism is just
too rigid for gnomes’ generally carefree and free-spirited personalities).
Gnome holy men (druids) smoke a lot of homegrown pipeweed, have no problem
with public nudity and often coat themselves in ash, refuse to cut their hair or finger
nails etc and are generally allowed to pursue whatever particular eccentricity they
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believe will help them achieve enlightenment, without being harassed by the rest of
their community. They are generally seen as “untouchable” in the eyes of gnomish
law – except for the most heinous of crimes.

Typical half-orc
Half-orcs – As the dominant species of the regions of T’Mezzwurld where humans
have yet to tread, orcs are a revolting, fecund species prone crossbreeding with
whatever species is nearest. Thankfully most of these unions are childless, but every
so often (usually when mating with humans) offspring results.
These mongrel offspring usually inherit the worst physical traits of both parents, but
favour their orcish side. A small percentage can pass themselves off as brutish
humans, while others appear almost 100% orc!
As social pariahs, there are no known half-orc communities, rather they wander
Tekralh and its environs looking to cause trouble… or just get on with their lives.
Elves – there are no elves (or half-elves) in Tekralh.
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Lands
Mejia – The Gateway Kingdoms; a collective of five kingdoms (Mejia, Norll,
Ouesterland, Sudland and Terhon) ruled by a Council of Kings headed by the King of
Mejia, currently Ludwig V. King Ludwig is married to Queen Arabeth of Sudland;
his chief advisor is Roiland

.
King Ludwig

Queen Arabeth

Roiland

The Capitol of Mejia – and thus the Kingdoms – is Eriu, built in concentric circles of
streets and canals, around the central hill – Cwm Fay Luns (Hill of The Fairy Moon)
– which is home to King Ludwig’s sprawling castle.
The Hill of The Fairy Moon gets its name from the small chunk of the original moon
that fell from the sky and is believed to lie under this hill. It is topped by a small
grove of trees, a natural spring, Ludwig’s castle and a massive temple – which is said
to touch the clouds.
The city is linked to the sea by The Grand Canal (a mammoth feat of engineering),
which creates the border between the kingdoms of Ouestland and Sudland.

Eriu
Eriu consists of three circles of water, acting as ports, and two of land, and the central
island. The outer land ring is the site of two massive horse-racing circuits, the world
famous Gardens of Eriu and a series of waterside gymnasia.

Except for a few constables, and the city watch (who primarily man the outer
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perimeter of the city), Eriu lacks an organised police force and its residents mainly
rely on so-called “thief-takers” to recover stolen property etc.
The “their-takers” are paid to retrieve the stolen goods and often, actually, operate in
co-operation with the criminal gangs.

Eriu
On the outskirts is a revolting shantytown known as Rusthall, where half-orc and
half-ogres hang around with criminals and other inbred outcasts of the lower classes.
Not a place to go at night… or during the day for that matter!
Mejia is also home to such towns as Caddenbury (where the Sisterhood Of The Holy
Word have a nunnery), Danesford, Brackley and Coggershall.
Away from the major towns of the Five Kingdoms, the land is noticeably more
lawless in recent decades because of the large numbers of able-bodied fighting men
(and women) who have gone overseas to fight the Church’s holy war in Ahduin.
The small town of Mound, in Norll, is the base for a 30-strong group of law-abiding
humans known as the Mound Rangers, whose job entrails tracking down very
powerful criminals and bandits, or patrolling the borders of Norll. They ride bare
back on light horses, only resting when the horses need to.

Karad Ul-Dulbrinium
Also stationed in Mound is The Final Stand, a guard patrol which keeps watch over
the nearby Shrakir Pass into the Deng Fang Mountains. The legendary hero Karad Ul-
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Dulbrinium, a noble knight; Utterman, his bard; and Gricca, his standard bearer, lead
The Final Stand.

Good King Gevis of Sudland

In Sudland, the border town of Grosker is a rough, unfriendly place that has grown up
near The Little Keep, which guards the wall that crosses the land bridge linking the
Kingdoms of Mejia to The Wastelands of Kraan. Soldiers from The Little Keep are
forbidden from venturing into The Wastelands without a written order from Good
King Gevis – which must have been authorised by the other four rulers of the Five
Kingdoms. This is because of the complexities of the Pax Dydaxia, which would rule
any unauthorised movement into the Wastelands as “expansionism” and grounds for
war!

Fumbly Weed
Grosker is home to the Last Chance Tavern, the finest and rowdiest public house in
the Five Kingdoms (according to its landlord, Fumbly Weed). It consists of a single
vast hall with a blazing fire at its centre that will try to accommodate any travellers
who need some floor space to sleep on.
The tough frontier town also has its fair share of basic shops and cemeteries – but the
main road through the town is lined with mausoleums, of various status, erected to
house the remains of officers and commanders of The Keep who have fallen over the
years.
Grosker is also close to The Silver Forest and a large, natural sinkhole known locally
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as The Pit Of Ghimri.

Queen Sarthur of Terhon
Queen Sarthur of Terhon, a witch of some power, lives in a luxurious palace in
Perhon, surrounded by a harem of male husbands – a practice frowned upon by the
church… and the inhabitants of Kotor.
Kotor, in Terhon, is home to a fanatical cult of rebellious Dydaxian extremists who
believe that the only way to convert non-believers – or anyone they think is a nonbeliever – is to put them to the sword. An uprising is brewing in Kotor!
Near Kotor, to the north-east, is a treacherous pass – known as The Forge Of The
Gods because it runs between two particularly massive mountains called Hammer and
Anvil - up through the mountains that leads, eventually, through to the Gnome
Protectorates.
The River Shale runs through Tehon and into Ousterland, where it passes by the
village of Burnby and through the Forest of Weir. Rumour has it that bands of orcs
and goblins, operating as slavers, have camps in the forest and use the river as a
means of transportation for their ill-gotten gains.

Zenn – an island, north-west of the Wastelands of Kraan, rich in flora and fauna and
home to native tribes of predominantly female warriors, who adorn themselves in
various leathers and jewellery made from bone and precious stones. Their Queen is
the legendary Staghind Starlight.

Staghind Starlight
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Zennan warrior-women
There is a large bay on the east of the island, suitable to mooring boats, but it is
constantly patrolled by Zennan warrior-women and no men are allowed to set foot on
the island, unless they are shackled slaves. Scurrilous rumour has it that the Zennans
roast these slaves in large cauldrons, and then eat them!
There is no evidence of this and any Zennans travelling on the mainland deny this and
will quickly become offended if this issue is pushed.

Zennan Priestess Swift Owl

The Pogles – the island chain to the east of the Kingdoms of Mejia is home to the
halfling people, who live a very rustic and rural lifestyle, existing mainly on selfsufficient farming and small-scale mining operations. They have no central
government; each community has its own headman who governs local affairs.
Appleby is a typical Pogle village; home to a well-respected mining operation
controlled by the Hillhatch family. It also boasts a small farming community, centred
on Old Apple Farm, where Poglings tend to trade produce rather than cash. The
village, like many others, has a “healing house”, where the healer uses local herbs and
prayer to deal with various minor ailments. Appleby is famous as the ancestral home
of the Braveheart warriors, the most well known Pogling fighting clan.
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Midale is another popular Pogling community, being one of the largest on the main
island (Lehcar) it serves as an informal capitol and offers the best variety of skilled
workers.
The other islands are Atir (north) and Nibor (south). Ferries run between all the
islands and the halflings also run a very prosperous fishing fleet around the coast as
well as an occasional ferry to the mainland.
Other Pogling villages include: Chipping, Ropewood, Skywalker, Brookside,
Hollyoaks, Merefield, Cloverfield and Underwood.

The Pogling market in Appleby

Wastelands of Kraan – spotted with odd, scattered communities, this area is mainly
feared for the large tide of orcs, gnolls, hobgoblins, humans, ogres etc heading slowly
from the south under the command of the mighty half-orc warlord Goyne. The
Wastelands are flanked on the east by a harsh desert and on the west by a thick, lush
jungle.

A Gathering of Pykia
The Pykia – a transient people, found in small communities and caravans across both
the Wastelands of Kraan and The Five Kingdoms. They are masters of the horse and
caravan. Hardened survivors, they relish life and are renowned for their wild dancing
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and drinking as their martial cunning and sly wits.
In more romantic cultures they are called: “The People of The Wheel”, because they
are always on the move and have no permanent homes – except their caravans – or
cities.
While most Pykia Clans act quite independently of the whole, they all tend to gather
every three or four years for a large festival, where the Ducja (Leader of All Clans)
sits in judgement over any disputes. The current Ducja is called Alba, and he has held
that title for 12 years.

Pykia Ducja: Alba
”Always watch your purse when trading with a Pykia”
– old Feirean proverb.

Feirea – the grand kingdom of Feirea once extended up to the oasis town of
Dydaxiabad until the Crusaders of the Five Kingdoms arrived and claimed the area
they now called Ahduin (or ‘The Holy Land’) as their by divine right (and might).
That particular war still fuels about 99% percent of the tension in Tekralh, beyond
simple basic racial feuding.
King Ludwig IV, prompted by his Magus, initiated these Crusades because he
believed that Dydaxiabad was crucial to the survival of the Mejian people and their
way of life in the prophesied apocalypse.
Primarily a Goblinoid kingdom, Feirea has a ruling class of humans. The capitol city
of Rowder (known as “The City of Gold” for its ornate decorated spires and temples)
has been overseen by the nobles of the Karn House for centuries, aided by their
goblin stewards, from House Oris.
Large gatherings of orcish headhunters can often be seen in the city, but they come
only to trade before vanishing back into the desert to go about their dark deeds.
The market places of Rowder and Shadis, as well as many smaller towns, such as
Thanos, and villages in between, are good places to buy high quality horses as well as
more exotic modes of transport – such as camels and elephants.
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Feirea has a reasonable sized fleet, but their ships are only designed to hug the coastal
waters and not designed for epic journeys across the sea to the Five Kingdoms or the
mythical ruins of the Dellan Empire in the Green Hell.

Tambahlaine – Another sprawling Eastern coastal community, like Feirea, however
Tambahlaine is known for its large fishing fleet. It also operates a fleet of trading
vessels, that hug the coastline as they journey to Feirea and strange, primitive
countries further South on the continent.

Piece of tile from The Green Hell
Green Hell – far off to the east is a landmass of unknown size covered in dense
rainforest jungles. Westerners have barely set foot on this continent and report only
traces of ancient ruins and pieces of strange pottery. It is said that this ‘Green Hell’ is
home to the semi-mythical Dellan Empire, but no one has ever seen a member of the
Kindred Races there.

Deng Fang Mountains – home to the ancient dwarvish kingdoms, who keep to
themselves pretty much. There are rumours of further human habitations on the far
side of the mountains, but no one has been there.
Living a life of religious seclusion, with their daily lives governed by a complex
series of rituals, prayers and offerings, the dwarves have a generally relaxed, but
industrious, existence – broken up by intermittent tribal warfare.
The dwarves do nothing to encourage outsiders to visit their vast subterranean halls,
descending to the gnomish villages in the lowlands when they have fine silks or metal
work to trade.
The foothills and lowlands that border the Kingdoms of Mejia are the domain of the
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gnomes and their large communities and temple groves of standing stones can be
found dotted across this region.

The Gnome Protectorates – North-east of The Kingdoms of Mejia, through the pass
known as The Forge of The Gods, lies the little known Gnomes Protectorates; a vast,
mainly flat or slightly undulating, landscape divided by the sweep of the mighty River
Nargus, and its sister rivers, as they come down out of the Deng Fang Mountains.

This land is home to the majority of the gnomish race on T’Mezzwurld. The tribal
lands are dotted with henges and menhirs to their many gnomish gods. The few
travellers from The Five Kingdoms who have managed to visit this land talk of a
militant band of gnomes known as The Gnome Titans who patrol The Forge Of The
Gods and are the “muscle” for the many clans.
The gnomes of the Protectorates do not like the gnomes who live in the Five
Kingdoms, considering them “soft”. How this cultural divide developed is lost to the
mists of time, as is how the gnomes of the Protectorates managed to tame the mighty
oliphants (war elephants) they have been seen to ride into major battles.
Scraps of gnomish folklore suggest that the lands of the Protectorate were carved out
of dragon territory by one of the their major gods when he was a mere mortal. It is
prime, fertile farming country and holding onto it has made the gnomes of this land a
particularly hardy breed. Each of the clans has traditionally sent its fittest and
strongest to join the Gnome Titans, who are now the most powerful minority group in
the country.
The gnomes, led by the Titans, are locked in a constant state of border wars and
territorial skirmishes with the dwarves of Deng Fang. This has been going on for
hundreds of years. It is also thought that the gnomes are in a constant state of war
with the little-known woo-lin humans to their west.

The Southern Orkin Lands – South of the Wastelands of Kraan is the unseen (by
Mejian eyes) Southern Orkin Lands, where Goyne’s Horde originated. The exact size
and population make-up of this wild region is unknown. The landmass is thought to
taper out at a large body of water, across which lies the Mountains Of Madness.
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Mountains of Madness – their very existence is considered mythical as they are said
to stand at the edge of the world. However Dydaxians point to a particular passage in
the Book of Words that suggests they might be a reality:
“When His work was done, The Creator retired to his Lonely
Tower and looked out. He was pleased with what He saw.”
Dydaxians believe that the Lonely Tower stands at the highest point of the Mountains
of Madness. They also believe that if you can find the legendary town of Moorvale,
you will be given directions, or at least clues, towards finding the Lonely Tower.
The “Madness” tag comes from a passage describing The Creator’s sadness as the
Kindred Races abuse their gift of Free Will to wage wars, steal and pillage, and his
subsequent shattering of the single moon into four parts – three of which still cross
the sky, the fourth of which feel to Earth at the site of what is now the capitol of
Mejia.

The Mountains of Madness
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Languages
The main languages of Tekralh are:
The Common Language/Trade Talk – a base guttural language spread across the
continent by merchants that cherry picks phrases from all known languages.
Mejian – five dialects
(i)
Pure Mejian
(ii)
Sudanese
(iii) Ouesternese
(iv)
Terhonese
(v)
Norllish
Zennan – language of the island of Zenn
Pykian – native language of the travelling People of The Wheel (although they
mainly speak Trade Talk).
Feirese – native language of the humans of Feire and Ahduin.
Tambahlainish – native language of the humans of Tambahlaine.
Dwarvish – five dialects
(i)
Shigatse
(ii)
Yiantse
(iii) Xiaoyin
(iv)
Tsetchu
(v)
Zu
Pogling – language of the Halflings
Goblinoid – numerous dialects
(i) orcish
(ii) goblin
(iii) kobold
(iv) ogre
(v) giant
(vi) troll
(vii)hobgoblin
etc etc etc.
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Dydaxian Astrology
(by Nick Law)
“The Creator looked upon the world from the Lonely Tower
and his displeasure was great. So great was his rage that he
smote the moon and shattered it in four. One part fell to
Tekralh. The rest remains in the sky as a continual reminder
of his disappointment.”
- The Book of Words
There are eight months in the year, each 45 days long, making 360 days. Months
consist of five nine-day weeks. As well as the sun, there are three moons in the sky.
THE SUN: The fire element, governing actions and doing things (not always right).
The Sun is good at giving orders then waiting for results. It is a male dominated
sign symbolised as energy in action, killing, fighting etc. Sun Cults tend to be maledominated.
FARMERS MOON: The red moon is the earth element and governs practicality. It
is thought to have its own atmosphere and be inhabited. The nomads of the Kraan
Wastelands believe it is a piece of the earth that The Artist hurled into space. It
orbits the planet every four months.
SAILORS MOON (or THE SHIP): The blue moon is the water element and
governs emotions, things not seen, religion, the unconscious, deceit, alcoholism,
treachery and women. It is said to be a “giant teardrop” – yet another sign of The
Creator’s disappointment with The Kindred Races. There are thought to be allfemale secret temples and cults of the Moon Goddess. The Ship orbits the planet
every two months.
THE EAGLE: a small, bright point of light, the white moon is the air element and
governs thought, logic, philosophy, wit, communication, jokes and so on. It is the
thinking man’s moon and is said to be a hollow sphere containing a magical
floating castle ruled by the Airey Queen. It orbits the planet once a month.
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THE CALENDAR YEAR
Season
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring

Month
Dragon
Harvestor
Jester
Sword
Wolf
Spider
Sower
Assassin

Aspect
Positive fire
Negative earth
Positive air
Negative fire
Positive water
Negative air
Positive earth
Negative water

Aspect – a positive sign – dominates the moon that falls in it.
- a negative sign – moon dominates the sign it falls in.
The sun is always “in” the current month’s constellation.
HOLIDAYS
The Summer Festival marks the first day of the year (St Rolfe’s Day at the start of
the month of Dragon).
The first day of Wolf is Festivus, when St Nikolas is said to bring presents to the
good children of the Kingdoms of Mejia. Wolf, at the darkest part of the year, is a
month of great religious sentiment and mighty celebrations. The traditional Festivus
celebration runs from 45th Sword (Festivus Eve) to 6th Wolf (St Louise’s Day).
All Fools Day (St Timothy’s Day) is a rare day of levity in the Dydaxian calendar,
where practical jokes and bad puns are order of the day. People are encouraged to
let their hair down and get a bit silly.
The major Saint’s Days’ holidays are:
St Nikolas – 1st Wolf (Festivus Day)
St Stefan – 5th Assassin
St Louise – 6th Wolf (End of Festivus)
St Rolfe – 1st Dragon (Summer Festival)
St Peter – 26th Jester
St Timothy – 32nd Harvestor (All Fools’ Day)
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Merchant’s Rough Sketch Map of Tekralh
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